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Part Two Over two-hundred years ago, scientists began splicing the DNA of humans, animals, and

insects. Now, theyâ€™ve created a nearly perfect human-animal hybrid to serve the New World

Order and their armies. But a rare disease has gripped the normal humans. The NWO must act to

save the species, a breeder must come in to start it all. No one said that would make life easy for

Velma and her new-found partners. Reproduction couldnâ€™t be farther from any of their minds,

when theyâ€™re sent to repopulate Earth 2.*Reverse Harem*
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Part two had less action but more relationship building and setting up anticipation for the next

release because we will be seeing them being sent to a new dangerous world for them to conquer. I

can only imagine what they will have to deal with.This serial is the first I've read from this author but

in less than 50 pages she engaged me fully and got an emotional response out of me in both part

one and two. As a mother the ending made me want to cry right along with Velma and I was

cheering her along when she fought Tibby. I feel awful for Tibby not getting a choice but suck it up



buttercup! There is never an excuse for neglecting a baby no matter what, I could care less that it is

A.I. or not. That is just wrong so yes I'd have liked to tackle her right along with Velma.Greatly

anticipating part three, so hurry up writing! ;)

I'm really enjoying this. It's very different. Basically you have humans spliced with animals to create

new species. But they are raised in a lab. They have to survive a bunch of challenges and

obstacles. Now a certain few have been chosen for a reproduction program and taken to a new

planet to repopulate.

I am loving this serial. It is so different from other books but still has all the requests for a great story:

interesting characters and relationships that grow and evolve and a plot and world that is intriguing

and suspenseful.

I'm really enjoying the heck out of this serial it is different and even if Velma is a little too shy for my

taste she speaks up when it matters. Love the turns this is taking I hope there are more than 4

additions for this story!

I loved part two. I didn't think I would because let's face it, the original is always best. But I'm in love

with the guys, I'm excited to see their dynamic on the new planet. And she has friends! Cmon part

three.
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